Bladder Cancer Multidisciplinary Clinic (BCMC) Model Influences Disease Assessment and Impacts Treatment Recommendations
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INTRODUCTION

Multidisciplinary management of cancer has been widely accepted as a powerful decision-making tool in complex clinical cases [1]. Malignant disease management can involve several different specialties and critical decisions should ideally be made after collaborative discussion among health-care professionals. This has led to the development of various multidisciplinary clinic models, where patients are evaluated by a range of specialists, cases are discussed in the multidisciplinary team meeting and a diagnostic/therapeutic plan is formulated [2]. This multidisciplinary model has been linked to fewer unnecessary delays from diagnosis to treatment initiation, enhanced communication among team members, increased diagnostic accuracy, guided by expert radiology and pathology review, and adherence to national guidelines, as well as improved patient satisfaction scores [2]. Consequently, it has been successfully integrated in the management of a variety of tumor types, such as breast [3], lung cancer [4] and multiple myeloma [5].

Multidisciplinary clinics for genitourinary malignancies have emerged lately, predominantly around prostate cancer care [6, 7] and more recently for bladder cancer (BC) care [8–10]. It has been suggested that multidisciplinary clinics are more likely to follow evidence-based practice recommendations compared to health care facilities without this integrative model [2]. For BC in particular, an increase in administration of standard-of-care neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) from 7.7% to 47.6% prior to radical cystectomy (RC) has been reported in a tertiary center, after the initiation of a bladder cancer multidisciplinary clinic (BCMC) [8], and referral to high volume tertiary institutions has been encouraged for BC care [11]. In addition, Kulkarni et al. reported a significant change in BC staging after imaging and pathology review of outside records, in combination with additional imaging ordered during multidisciplinary evaluation, dictating vital treatment alterations [10]. In a similar fashion, we hypothesized that a BCMC model at our institution along with the integration of real-time expert central pathology and radiology review would result in significant changes in staging and subsequent treatment recommendations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

BCMC is the result of a combined effort of professionals across disciplines of care, focused on patients with urinary tract cancers, including cancers of the bladder, urethra, and upper urinary tract (renal pelvis, ureter). This includes research and clinic care coordinators, nurse practitioners, nurses and ostomy nurses, as well as specialists from medical oncology, radiation oncology, urology, pathology and radiology. Our referral base is broad and comprised mostly of community oncology practices, affiliated and network hospitals and sites, academic and private practice cancer centers inside and outside Washington State. We have adopted the format of a fully integrated clinic, with up to four patients seen on the same (half) day by three different specialists (urology, medical oncology, radiation oncology). During the first hour, an initial history and physical exam are taken by one of the team members (including resident or fellow). During the second hour, in a multidisciplinary conference, the cases are presented to the group. Radiology and pathology images are reviewed by subspecialty radiology and pathology experts. A concrete treatment recommendation plan with relevant options is determined, including consideration for standard-of-care therapies and appropriate clinical trials. For the subsequent two hours, each service (urology, radiation oncology and medical oncology) will meet with the patient, outlining treatment recommendations (Fig. 1). Patients who are candidates for surgery are seen by the stoma nursing team and referrals are placed to physical therapy, psychology/psychiatry, social work/case manager, nutrition, financial services and palliative care, as necessary.

After obtaining institutional review board (IRB) approval, we retrospectively identified all consecutive patients with BC referred from outside providers to BCMC, from January 2014 to December 2017. In compliance with the IRB regulations we obtained waiver of consent, also considering the retrospective and observational nature of the study. Baseline clinical characteristics, diagnosis, imaging and pathology data from outside providers and our institution were extracted. Internal referrals and patients with inadequate data were excluded. Then, we retrospectively assessed the concordance between outside/referral imaging & pathology data and BCMC review with the aim to identify changes in interpretation and whether these changes dictated alternative management plans. As all referrals were evaluated prior to definitive therapy, clinical staging was determined by a combination of clinical, imaging and pathologic data from transurethral resection of bladder tumors (TURBTs). American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) 2017 staging system was applied. Descri-
Fig. 1. Bladder Cancer Multidisciplinary Clinic format. *Abbreviations:* BCMC - bladder cancer multidisciplinary clinic, MDT - multidisciplinary team.

**RESULTS**

**A. Baseline clinicopathologic characteristics**

We identified 233 patients who were (externally) referred between 2014–2017, with complete radiographic and pathology data available for 201 patients. Data are summarized in Table 1.

**B. Pathology and radiology review**

After initial pathology and radiology review, changes in 91 (45%) patients were noted: 38 (19%) only in histology, 32 (16%) only in imaging reports and 21 (10%) in both. Overall, pathology interpretation changes were made in 59 (29%) patients (Fig. 2); 43 (21%) were due to histologic variant (including %) addition/change, 9 (4.5%) had lymphovascular invasion (LVI) and/or carcinoma *in situ* (CIS) status change (from negative to positive) and 2 (1%) were upgraded from low to high-grade. In terms of staging, 7 (3.5%) of cases were downstaged (pT2 to pT1) and 5 (2.5%) were upstaged (pT1 to pT2). Imaging interpretation changes occurred in 53 (26%) patients, with 26 cases (13%) upstaged based on local tumor stage classification, 20 (10%) upstaged based on nodal status and 8 (4%) identified as having distant metastases (Fig. 2). Certain patients underwent a combination of T, N or M status changes. Further diagnostic work-up was recommended in 85 patients (42%) with the most common being additional imaging (computed tomography - CT or magnetic resonance imaging - MRI) in 46 (54%) and positron emission tomography (PET-CT) in 20 (24%) of those patients. Additionally, repeat TURBT for 15 (18%) and biopsy of metastatic sites for 5 (6%) patients were recommended. By implementing the procedures and imaging noted, we...
discovered upstaging of 25 additional cases, including tumor (5 cases), nodal (7 cases) and metastatic site (13 cases) upstaging. Thus, after the completion of BCMC evaluation, 100 (50\%) patients had an imaging/pathology change; 41 (20\%) imaging-only modification, 36 (18\%) pathologic re-interpretation, while 23 (11\%) had combined radiologic/pathologic changes. In terms of clinical staging, 27 (13\%) patients were classified as $\leq$T2N0M0, 74 (37\%) T2N0M0, 41 (20\%) T3N0M0, 6 (3\%) T4N0M0, 22 (11\%) Tany/N+/M0 and 31 (15\%) M+. This represented clinical upstaging (AJCC) in 49 patients (24\%) and downstaging in 7 (3.5\%) patients (Figs. 2, 3).

C. Treatment recommendations

Treatment recommendations offered by outside institutions and BCMC are summarized in Table 2. We compared the recommended treatment by the referring team with the recommendations of BCMC (Fig. 4). No outside recommendation was made for 31 (15\%) cases. Treatment recommendations were similar in 53 (26\%) cases. BCMC treatment plan differed from the referring health care provider plan in 117 (58\%) patients. Of those referred for RC only (n = 46), 8 (17\%) retained the plan of RC, while 19 (41\%) were recommended by BCMC to receive NAC prior to RC, 9 (20\%) switched to palliative chemotherapy, 6 (13\%) chemoradiation and 4 (9\%) to intravesical treatment. Out of 64 patients referred for NAC and RC, 38 (59\%) retained their plan, 9 (14\%) were switched to palliative chemotherapy, 8 (13\%) to RC only, 5 (8\%) to chemoradiation, 2 (3\%) to hospice and 2 (3\%) to intravesical therapy. In the group of patients who were referred for chemoradiation (n = 11), 5 (45\%) switched to RC, 5 (45\%) to NAC and RC and 1 (9\%) to hospice. Lastly, out of 6 patients referred for chemotherapy only, 3 (50\%) had no change in treatment, 2 (33\%) were transferred to hospice and 1 (17\%) switched to NAC and RC.

Overall, 184 (91.5\%) patients pursued the treatment plan proposed by BCMC. A total of 115 patients (57\%) received the entire bladder cancer treatment at our institution and 69 (34\%) were treated locally, whereas in 17 (8.5\%) cases, more than one institution was involved in management (e.g. NAC administration outside, followed by RC in our institution). In addition, based on BCMC, 11 patients were enrolled to clinical trials, 9 in the neoadjuvant setting and 2 in the metastatic.

In the subgroup with modified treatment (n = 117), 67 (57\%) had imaging and/or pathology changes: 23 (20\%) pathology-related, 28 (24\%) radiology-related and 16 (14\%) combined. Treatment plan was modified due to those changes in 43 (37\%) patients: new imaging findings influenced 29 (25\%), 9 (8\%) were modified due to pathology, 5 (4\%) due to imaging/pathology combined. In 11/34 (32\%) patients with imaging-directed modification, this happened due to disease progression identified during additional workup. In terms of pathology-dictated treatment alteration, alone or combined with radiol-
Fig. 2. Diagnostic changes during radiology/pathology review and additional workup. Abbreviations: T-tumor stage, N-nodal stage, M-distant metastasis, p – pathologic.

Fig. 3. Clinical staging differences between outside institutions and Bladder Cancer Multidisciplinary Clinic. Abbreviations: BCMC - Bladder Cancer Multidisciplinary Clinic, T - tumor stage, N - nodal stage, M - distant metastasis.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staging and treatment differences between multidisciplinary clinic and referring institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical staging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;T2N0M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2N0M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3N0M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4N0M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n+, m0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstagings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNM combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstagings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNM combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC and NAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BCMC - bladder cancer multidisciplinary clinic, diff - % difference, T - tumor stage, N - nodal stage, M - distant metastasis RC - radical cystectomy, NAC - neoadjuvant chemotherapy, CCRT - concurrent chemoradiation therapy.

The initiation of a multispecialty bladder cancer clinic at our institution led to changes in staging, pathologic interpretation and treatment recommendations for patients evaluated, highlighting the importance of this comprehensive approach for patient care. The combination of imaging/pathology review and BCMC-ordered diagnostic workup revealed changes in 50% of the patients, almost equally attributed to histology and radiology. Notably, radiologic changes were always related to modifications in T, N or M staging, whereas most histologic changes were associated with variant re-interpretation, with a few cases leading to alterations in pathologic stage. These findings led to clinical restaging in 28% of referred patients and often influenced treatment decisions. Overall, 58% only changes, 6 (11%) image only changes and 4 (8%) had both. Using chi-squared test, patients with radiology changes had a higher proportion of treatment plan modifications, compared to those without such changes (p = 0.008). Histology re-interpretation showed a non-significant trend towards association with treatment modification (p = 0.08). The rest of treatment modifications (63%) were due to expert opinion, based on the background of standard-of-care recommendations, while certain patients elected alternative treatment modalities, when they were provided with the option (e.g. bladder preserving therapy instead of radical cystectomy).

DISCUSSION

Fig. 4. Differences in recommended treatment plan between outside institutions and Bladder Cancer Multidisciplinary Clinic. Abbreviations: BCMC - bladder cancer multidisciplinary clinic, RC - radical cystectomy, NAC - neoadjuvant chemotherapy, CCRT - concurrent chemoradiation therapy.
of patients had their initial therapeutic plan modified. BCMC more frequently offered NAC followed by RC, compared to outside providers, as most patients who were referred with an RC-only recommendation had preoperative chemotherapy added to their plan. Chemoradiation was also an option that was frequently provided in our clinic, almost twice as often compared to referring institutions. In converse, none of the 11 patients referred for chemoradiation had the same recommendation by our clinic, however, other cases were deemed appropriate for this approach. There are certain parameters that may render a patient an ideal candidate for chemoradiation for bladder preservation, which were not met in those 11 cases. There is a broader opportunity for the bladder cancer community to discuss updated criteria for trimodality therapy and raise awareness of bladder preservation. Clinical trials, such as SN1806 (NCT037775265), represent an excellent option for patients who meet eligibility criteria. In addition, a proportion of patients who were referred as surgical candidates (with or without NAC), were found ineligible for definitive treatment in BCMC and were switched to a palliative chemotherapy plan. These modifications in treatment were guided by radiology/histology findings during BCMC evaluation in 37% of the cases, but only radiologic changes had a statistically significant association with changes in management. This could be explained by the different nature of changes between histology and radiology (variant changes vs changes in stage). BCMC recommendations were widely accepted by patients (>90%) and they frequently (66%) elected our institution for all or part of their care. Criteria and algorithms for treatment recommendations were based on NCCN, AUA and other published guidelines, local care pathways, and expert consensus opinion. In a number of cases, more than one option was deemed appropriate and those options were discussed with the patient in detail by the providers. It is critical that patients make an informed/shared decision after being made aware of the totality of options (both standard of care and relevant clinical trials) in an unbiased, careful, well-balanced and evidence-based manner.

Reports on BCMC models and their impact on patient care are limited in the literature. Nayan et al. documented an increase in NAC utilization after a BCMC model was adopted in their institution, from 8% to 48%, although a similar trend was also observed across the years, but to a lesser extent, in patients that did not attend their multidisciplinary clinic [8]. However, there was no data compar-
such detailed consideration. Despite the limitations, lessons can be learned from the example of our BCMC clinic. First, accurate imaging and pathology interpretation is of vital importance in order to develop a personalized patient-centered management plan. Second, optimal and dynamic communication between the specialties that participate in BC care is essential for accurate staging and the complex decision-making that BC requires. Patient access to care, transportation, lodging, parking, health literacy, expectations, beliefs and perceptions can all complicate the provision of expert multi-disciplinary care. Further discussion among various stakeholders is necessary to overcome these notable obstacles.

Improved utilization of telehealth with appropriate resource allocation and infrastructure may be one such opportunity for increasing access for patients as well as providers for consultation with specific tumor type experts. There are already several applications of telemedicine in the field of oncology, known as tele-oncology [13]. With the development of software for remote video calls and teleconferences, patients could receive a real-time evaluation by a multidisciplinary team. Telepathology and teleradiology would be particularly important in that setting by allowing specialists to remotely access imaging and pathology images uploaded to a cloud service and provide a diagnostic outline without the need for physical presence. This could even be extended in providing eligibility assessment and, potentially, consent for participation to clinical trials (depending on regulatory approval), among other management options [13]. Moreover, patient advocacy groups, such as BCAN, could potentially be involved in facilitating community outreach to numerous sites, raise awareness about expert providers and legislative authorities, and help promote the use of telehealth as an efficient and less costly means of patient care.

Taking into consideration that a number of patients with bladder cancer may not necessarily require multidisciplinary care, the development of a consensus regarding criteria that would warrant patient referral could be undertaken. In that regard, BCAN, along with other advocacy groups and cancer societies, could help setting the conceptual framework for those discussions. In that way, optimal utilization of multidisciplinary care can be regulated by an evidence-based model and facilitate access to remote areas and patients.

Limitations of our study include the retrospective nature, with potential selection and confounding biases, single institutional experience, lack of follow-up, treatment response, patient satisfaction scores and outcomes data. Also, all the patients described here were from external referrals with incomplete data regarding initial diagnosis and baseline clinicopathologic characteristics in certain cases. Furthermore, in a third of patients with radiology changes, treatment was altered due to disease progression identified during BCMC workup. It is possible that these patients would have received similar treatment recommendations from the referring provider, should restaging had been performed by those institutions. In general, most patients were seen by our clinic within 2-3 weeks from the initial referral. Potential delay in the referral process may possibly account for interim disease progression; therefore, expedited clinic review of cases is ideal. However, it should be emphasized that BCMC evaluation was not only made on the grounds of a “second opinion”. On the contrary, definitive therapy for those patients was scheduled to occur through BCMC, while restaging was typically performed in the usual timeframe between diagnosis and local therapy and reflected concerns that distant disease was not adequately considered or concerns regarding interval aggressiveness of disease. Another limitation of the study, and an aspect that would be interesting to investigate in the future, is that the number of patients who enrolled on clinical trials was relatively low due to trial availability at that particular time period. Future studies should also evaluate the impact of BCMC on clinical outcomes, as well as data on cost-effectiveness, healthcare utilization, treatment complications, evidence and value-based care.

CONCLUSIONS

Outside referrals to our BCMC experienced significant changes in imaging and/or histology interpretation, while modified treatment recommendations were made in 58% of referred patients, with increased use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, bladder preservation, and palliative care. These findings highlight the fact that multidisciplinary care in BC is still under development and more studies are needed to evaluate the importance of this health-care model in patient satisfaction and clinical outcomes.
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